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Nembrini Audio Launches Their Studio Grade Acoustic Voice

Guitar Preamp Plugin

Create state-of-the-art acoustic soundscapes

Guitar amp plugin specialist, Nembrini Audio, launches Acoustic Voice, a preamp

plugin which combines guitar and microphone simulation with studio preamp,

modulation, delay and reverb controls.

Nembrini Audio has expertly profiled six iconic acoustic guitars and three

professional mics for their new plugin, Acoustic Voice. The plugin features high

quality modelling of the following classic, sought after guitars: Martin 0028ec*,

Gibson L00*, Landola J80E*, Guild D140CE*, Ayers DSR* and the Taylor 814CEDLX*.

Acoustic Voice also contains three tried and tested studio mics emulations with

different placements based on the following mics: the Audix ADX 51*,

Beyerdynamic M201* and the Shure SM57*.

The controls of the new plugin, based on the creative techniques developed by

studio engineers and producers, allow guitarists to create and explore state of the

art acoustic soundscapes.

Acoustic Voice’s PREAMP let users fine-tune their tone using a comprehensive range

of controls which can compress input signals, progressively add distortion, mix input

signal and mic’d acoustic guitar simulations, choose different pickups, adjust low

frequency bass notes, boost trebles, work with or remove high and low frequencies

and deal with problem frequencies.

The speed, synchronisation and intensity MODULATION controls offer users limitless

opportunities to move their tone into the ultimate dimensional experience. Plus, the

totally tweakable DELAY and REVERB controls combine to further assist Acoustic
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Voice users in the creation of acoustic music.

Talking about the Acoustic Voice plugin Igor Nembrini, founder and creator of

Nembrini Audio said: ‘the plugin turns your under saddle pickup into a studio-grade,

pro-sounding full body elite instrument.’

For an introductory period only, Acoustic Voice (as an iLok-protected** AAX-, AU-,

VST2-, and VST3-supporting plug-in) for MAC OS1.9 and above or Windows 7 and

above, is available to purchase for only $39.00 USD (normally $99.00 USD) until 8th

August 2021. The AuV3 format for iOS can be purchased for $9.99USD (normally

$14.99 USD).

* Please note that all marks and models are trademarks of their respective owners,

which are in no way associated or affiliated with Nembrini Audio. These marks and

names are used for the sole purpose of describing certain tones produced using

Nembrini Audio’s modelling technology.

**iLok - No dongle required just free account

www.nembriniaudio.com
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